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Exaware is a market-leading provider of open
and disaggregated networking solutions,
delivering superior carrier-grade, high-performing
routing solutions to communication service
providers (Fixed/Mobile, ISP, MSO, Cloud and Data
Center operators). Highly optimized solutions for all
network applications – Internet peering routers,
data center gateways, access routers, provider
edge (PE), and aggregation routers, we developed
our solutions from the ground up,
to meet service providers' scale, performance,
and reliability requirements.
For over a decade, we have combined experience
and expertise into rethinking how we design, build,
and operate networks.
Our mission is clear – to challenge the dominance
of traditional network vendors, and bring
innovation into the network, without changing
the way you work.

ExaNOS, a uniquely open, cloud-based platform,
based on pay-as-you-grow business model, is our
response to the challenge. Cloud platforms clearly
proved that by massively scaling computing capacity,
matched with carrier-grade availability, result in
simplified operations at significantly lower costs. With
Exaware, you can boost network capacity and
reliability, decrease time-to-market, reduce CAPEX,
enhance customer experience, and generate
additional revenues from new services.
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Disrupting the Market

Traditional Router vs Disaggregated Router
In a crowded space with numerous NOS vendors,
Exaware takes center stage. At Exaware, we understand
your business, by delivering the best available open and
disaggregated networking solutions backed by robust
and reliable carrier-grade, high-performing routing
capabilities, we have been doing this for over a decade.
ExaNOS, our Network Operating System, has been
engineered for massive, using a distributed, cloud-based
architecture that makes the best use of the underlying
hardware resources. With built-in carrier-grade
availability, you now have the choice to deploy a proven
solution into your networks, and bring fresh innovation
through third-party applications, while always keeping
your costs under control.
Our uniquely agile solutions handle network complexity
far beyond the routing stack, management plane and
the HAL (Hardware Abstraction Layer). Exaware's
difference lies in how we manipulate BGP and QoS at
scale and how we embed features such as HQoS, H-FIB
or BGP-PIC into a full-blown IP/MPLS Network
Operating System.

solutions, customers can build their infrastructure on a
smaller set of router types, making maintenance,
support, and spare part management seamless. This in
turn saves valuable time and resources, and significantly
reduces TCO (Total Cost of Ownership). What's more,
Exaware offers a unified management and
configuration infrastructure across all network layers
and use cases, fully synchronized with a hierarchical CLI
interface with a two-phase commit protocol, to meet
the requirements of carrier-class equipment, check for
consistency, and avoid configuration errors in the
network.
No optics lock-in. That's right, with open and
disaggregated networking, Exaware customers can
purchase virtually any SFP, SFP+, or QSFP from a wide
range of vendors. With solutions offered by incumbent
vendors, customers would have to purchase branded
optics at an exceedingly higher price. Plus, with
Exaware, initial upfront investments for white box
routers are dramatically lower than comparable router
vendors, resulting in significant OpEx and CapEx
savings, and reduced TCO across the board.

Why Exaware?
Cloud-Based Architecture
• Open, flexible and highly-scalable
• Resilient

With Exaware's
open
and disaggregated networking
Unified
Platform

•
•

Unified software platform from
access to core
Feature-rich to meet carriers' scale,
performance, and reliability

Hyperscale Solution
• High-scale routing control plane
• Scales to infinity – from 120G
to 1,300 Tb

Carrier-Grade
• Proven, carrier-grade, feature rich,
high-scale solution
• Deployed by key Tier-1 service providers
• High availability

Open Ecosystem
• Open APIs for third-party app integration
• Automated/programmable service
onboarding & LCM
• Standard NBI
(Netconf/Yang to SDN controller)
Reduced TCO
• From upfront investments –
to “pay-as-you-grow"
• Significant OpEx & CapEx savings
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The Power of

e aNOS

Building a deployable routing solution in a carrier market is no easy feat. Simply put, an open router
requires a robust NOS to take full advantage of the processing capabilities of the underlying hardware.
Exaware has developed a comprehensive NOS, where in addition to the routing stack, and the most
advanced IP Routing Operating System on the market, we added millions of lines of code for
the management plane, complemented by a hardware abstraction layer to seamlessly integrate

with various hardware vendors and platforms. This is the power of ExaNOS, the market leading network
operating system.
Based on a distributed chassis architecture, effectively growing linearly from 120G, up to 1,300 Tb, ExaNOS
enables massive scale routing. With a rich feature set and scalable software architecture to successfully
handle the shift to open and disaggregated networks, ExaNOS also enables third-party applications, such
as DDoS mitigation, to coexist, delivering smart networks that work for you.

ExaNOS Distributed Architecture
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Built to Scale
A data center NOS which works for thousands of routes cannot be easily scaled by
extending the routing table size. In fact, processing time grows exponentially as table
sizes increases. Skillfully designed to scale up to 12M BGP paths and 3 million routes in
the FIB, ExaNOS is optimized for carrier-grade scale. This is clearly visible, as shown in
the measured performance matrix shown below.

Carrier-Centric Control & Data Path Structures
A carrier network is comprised of BGP and IGP hierarchy and overlay tunnels. Designed
to synchronize the control plane hierarchical view and the data path FIB view, ExaNOS
reacts quickly to network changes and failures. Beyond the hierarchical view,
exceptionally fast protection is achieved by installing both active and standby paths
within the hardware to ensure fast convergence until the control plane reacts to the
changing network topology. ExaNOS carrier-grade features includes BGP-PIC Edge
and Core (sub-50msec convergence with BFD, sub-second without), MPLS Fast
Reroute, IP-LFA, BFD, and three-level load balancing, BGP/IGP/LAG.

Cross-Functional Integration
Many players in the routing ecosystem view the NOS as an integration process of
various routing protocols, complemented by basic management tools and hardware
APIs, as routing is an integral part of the NOS's visible functionality. The actual software
code, however, is only 30% of a NOS code, while the remaining code stems from
management, other applications, or inter-line card communications. ExaNOS uses
internal unified tools for all non-routing processes to ensure fast development, easy
onboarding of new features, and minimal integration time.

Feature

Value

Max number of IPv4/IPv6

3 Million IPv4/IPv6

Typical insertion time

135 seconds

Insertion rate

21K prefixes/sec

BGP Path Scale

12 million paths

BGP Peers

300 iBGP, 100 eBGP
Exaware Performance Matrix

Based on Broadcom Qumran MX chipset with 800G throughput
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Management Integration
ExaNOS supports simple and easy management interfaces, whereby it uses the
inherent NETCONF/Yang API for direct integration to SDN controllers. Alternatively,
ExaNOS comes with an optional external EMS/NMS system, ExaVIEW, to enable
standard northbound API to SDN controllers, GUI interface for service configuration,
automated NE discovery and pre-provisioning, and zero-touch provisioning. Managing
both Exaware and existing third-party nodes in the network enables the seamless
integration of Exaware nodes into existing networks, without affecting end-to-end
service.

Two-Phase Commit Protocol
ExaNOS includes a full two-phase commit protocol, to meet the requirements
of carrier class equipment and ensure high availability and fault tolerance during the
configuration of new services. With ExaNOS, each set of configuration changes is first
verified for syntax, changes are internally ordered to ensure there are no
inconsistencies, then hardware resources are temporarily allocated to verify that all
new configurations can be added safely. Only if all conditions are met, the new
configuration is applied. The two-phase commit infrastructure is also the foundation for
automation through external SDN controllers, as ExaNOS provides NETCONF/Yang
interfaces.

Flexible, Advanced Policy Language
Exaware has developed CUPL (Communication Unified Policy Language) to control
and manage all routing protocol decisions, and QoS applications to flows via
a modular policy language. Seamlessly integrated into ExaNOS, CUPL is an essential
tool to effectively control routing decisions and BGP attributes, enabling users to
program their operations in a readable, user-friendly structure and avoid errors when
applying multiple policies of the same types across peers and interfaces. CUPL
supports defining templates outside the policy and maintained independently,
parameterization (global/local parameters), and policy chaining.

Rule 1
Policy
A

If

Condition

Then

Action

Rule 2

If

Condition

Then

Action

Rule 3

If

Condition

Then

Action

Exaware CUPL – Communication Unified Policy Language
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Condition - Criteria with
which a route/packet is
compared
Action - List of operations
to perform if condition is
met

ExaVIEW, Exaware’ s dedicated Network
Management System, allows operators to
quickly and easily discover, provision and
monitor physical and logical network
infrastructure in real-time. Designed to
streamline multi-vendor, multi-technology
network operations, ExaVIEW simplifies
operations by enabling automated
provisioning of on-demand services
network-wide. ExaVIEW also facilitates
smooth migration to disaggregated
networks by effectively managing both
existing and new equipment, regardless of
brand or type.

Powered by robust AI and Machine Learning algorithms,
ExaVIEW offers CSPs a new way to efficiently manage their
networks and quickly remediate service failures. Benefit from
inventory, discovery and reconciliation, including real-time
configuration and zero-touch provisioning, service activation
and configuration management, performance monitoring, fault
management, and event correlation. ExaVIEW supports
programmable open NETCONF/Yang APIs for any non-standard
network equipment (e.g., CLI, TL1 and SOAP).

Discovery &
Inventory

Provisioning &
Configuration

Performance
Monitoring & Service
Assurance
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e aNOS
ExaNOS is the next generation Network Operating System which powers the transition to open
and disaggregated networks. Designed from day one with carrier scale in mind, based on a
cloud architecture, bringing the following benefits:
•

A fully-integrated solution, with world-leading hardware manufacturers, which gives you
peace of mind, without vendor lock-in.

•

A seamless technical support, with a single entry point, through our global network of
partners

•

A flexible business model. You only pay for what you need and add capacity only when
required. Our investment protection model enables you to keep your perpetual licenses and
transfer them to a new supported hardware.

•

An innovation enabler. You can now integrate third-party applications within or alongside
your router, to either enhance your network (DDoS mitigation, telemetry, BGP Performance
Management….) or generate new revenues from innovative services.

•

A cost-effective solution. Exaware Open Networking solutions are far more cost-effective
than existing monolithic routers, without compromising on stability or performance. You
save both on Capital investment and Operating expenses. You are in better control of your
costs and can predict your network investment and expenditures in the long run.

About Exaware
Founded in 2008, Exaware is a leading provider of open and disaggregated networking solutions,
delivering superior carrier-grade, high-performing routing solutions to telecom service providers.
Initially aimed at Compass proprietary hardware, which was installed in Tier-1 production networks,
our software is now available for white box hardware.
The company's IP/MPLS Network Operating System is built from the ground up, with two
fundamental drivers – massive scale and rich features, to meet carrier scale, performance, and
reliability. Exaware solutions are based on distributed software architecture, offering both resilience
and scalability, and continue through the optimization of every feature implementation to meet
service requirements, seamlessly integrating with a wide range of third-party applications.
Headquartered in Israel, Exaware’s team is made of highly skilled software developers and network
engineers, backed by a professional and experienced management team, Exaware is powered by
strong partnerships with global hardware manufacturers, distributors and integrators.
www.exaware.com | info@exaware.com
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